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List of Abbreviations

CC – Climate Change

EU – European Union

FER – Faculty of Electrical engineering and computing, University of Zagreb

HEP – Croatian power company

HERA – President, Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency

HROTE – Croatian energy market operator

ICT – Information & Communication Technology

IEEE PES – The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Power Energy Society

IP – Internet Protocol

ISGT – Innovative Smart Grid Technologies

NPD – NATO county Project Director

PLC – Programmable Logic Controller

PoliMi – Politecnico di Milano (University of Milano)

PPD – Partner county Project Director

PSAM – Probabilistic Safety Assessment and management

SCADA - Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol (XML protocol)

UCTE - Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity
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Project Summary

Background

Energy utilities are undergoing structural changes along the recently developed legal
framework in the area. The new EU policy framework allows open access to the previously
vertically integrated power system. Hence, companies with interest in building generation
capacities are allowed to supply power to the grid. Electricity market has been established, with
an expected increase in trading capacity as market fully develops and new investors start
entering the market. The changes in the operation of the system are making it more important
to anticipate possible transformations on the national power system scale, as occurrences in
various countries have been observed to show certain patterns such as electricity price spikes,
transmission lines congestion, etc.

Physical system security cannot be allowed to be compromised as electricity is underlying all
other critical infrastructures, and there is strong interdependence between most important
critical infrastructures. The system must be operated both in a safe and for society benefit most
economical way through the energy market, where data among system operators must be
shared while ensuring that only the appropriate market sensitive data can be accessed by
marketers. Thus, the restructuring of the energy related utility industry has resulted in the need
for varying levels of system security, electricity market information awareness and general ICT
security as the component which connects the physical electricity system with the market
system.

Further, simultaneous introduction of increased attention to the energy efficiency, introduction
of micro-scale renewable energy generation, smart buildings, smart metering, smart grid at
various levels, plans for the e-mobility (where electric vehicles must be accounted for in the
general power system operation research and development), with regard to the both
centralized and local control and operation systems relying on next generation SCADA.
Regardless of the name for all this recent development of the power systems (next generation,
advanced, digital or smart grid) promises, great challenges and importance for the reliability,
security are the same.

Objectives

The main objectives of the project as defined in the project plan are:
• Studying and assessing of the the current status of SCADA deployment (emphases on Italy

and Croatia);
• Assessing priorities in future SCADA testbed architecture;
• Proposing a novel architecture for SCADA interaction modeling, based on cooperative

agent negotiation, to bridge model with increased reliability and security;
• Formally and empirically demonstrate the improvements in security, safety and resilience

of this architecture over the ones commonly used;
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• Developing a common understanding of industrial needs and requirements regarding the
security of control systems and the related standardization, accompanied by a raising
awareness programme reaching all end-users;

• Identifying and disseminating best practice, possibly in a joint endeavor between
manufacturers and end users, resulting in a joint capability and technology taxonomy of
security solutions;

• Development and deployment a SCADA testbed platform for simulation and analysis of
emergent phenomena in power systems.
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Project overview
Activity matrix

First year Second year
WP Milestone Tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Study of the

current status of
power systems
SCADA
deployment

1.1. Literature research
1.2.Interviews with end
users
1.3.Interviews with other
stakeholders
1.4.Draft study & review
with stakeholders
1.5.Final study

2 Procurement of
software &
equipment

2.1.Write final requireme-
nts for creating a testbed
2.2. Finalize identification of
software development
2.3. Procure software
2.4. Procure equipment
2.5. Setup work laboratory

3 Testbed
modeling

3.1. Outline security and
resiliency requirements
3.2. Select and design
architecture for distributed
agent-based control
3.3. Develop agent based
back-end SCADA structure,
interface and methods
3.4. Develop an agent based
model for energy markets
3.5. Negotiation protocol
development

4 Model
implementation

4.1. Coding agents for electr.
market subsystem
4.2. Coding agents for
communication subsystem
4.3. Integration with
PowerWorld

5 Simulation and
validation

5.1. Gather and/or generate
data for sim.
5.2. Validation and testing of
the base models
5.3. Validation and testing of
the integrated model
5.4. Joint excercise

6 Dissemination and publication of results
7 Project

management
7.1. Web site preparation
7.2. Web site maintenance
& updating
7.3. Reporting

8 Young scientists training
Deliverables

D1 - Project website
D2 - Know how on state-of-the-art
D3 - Functional work laboratory
D4 - Model definition
D5 - Feedback from end-users

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Reporting R1 - 1st report to SfP PO
R2 - 2nd report to SfP PO

R1 R2
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Activity matrix (continued)
Second year Third year

WP Milestone Tasks 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 Study of the

current status of
power systems
SCADA
deployment

1.1. Literature research
1.2.Interviews with end
users
1.3.Interviews with other
stakeholders
1.4.Draft study & review
with stakeholders
1.5.Final study

2 Procurement of
software &
equipment

2.1.Write final requireme-
nts for creating a testbed
2.2. Finalize identification
of software development
2.3. Procure software
2.4. Procure equipment
2.5. Setup work laboratory

3 Testbed modelling 3.1. Outline security and
resiliency requirements
3.2. Select and design
architecture for
distributed agent-based
control
3.3. Develop agent based
back-end SCADA structure,
interface and methods
3.4. Develop an agent
based model for energy
markets
3.5. Negotiation protocol
development

4 Model
implementation

4.1. Coding agents for
electr. market subsystem
4.2. Coding agents for
communication subsystem
4.3. Integration with
PowerWorld

5 Simulation and
validation

5.1. Gather and/or
generate data for sim.
5.2. Validation and testing
of the base models
5.3. Validation and testing
of the integrated model
5.4. Joint excercise

6 Dissemination and publication of results
7 Project

management
7.1. Web site preparation
7.2. Web site maintenance
& updating
7.3. Reporting

8 Young scientists training
Deliverables

D6 - Integrated architecture model
D7 - Validated model and simulation
D8 - Feedback from end-users

D6 D7 D8

Reporting
R3 - R6 - reports to SfP PO

R3 R4 R5 R6
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Issues notes to activities

Upon approval of the budget and reception of the Grant letter, the project kickoff meeting was
held in February 2010, which is considered as effective start of the project.

The time plan has been slightly adapted to fit the changed budget and reporting periods as
specified in NATO Project Handbook.

Overall progress is satisfactory, and all major tasks have been performed according to the
plans.

The goal of this phase of the project was further development of the project concept and final
scoping of research, which was, in effect, broadened to include trends which emerged in the
meantime, such as increased presence of some specific elements related to the smart grids and
the concept of smart cities (i.e., smart meters, renewable energy sources), which has become
the backbone of the project observation.

Delays and obstacles

Activities 2.4 and 2.5 are delayed due to the issues with administration regarding tax exemption
by NATO rules, which were incompatible with the current legislation in Croatia. The Ottawa
agreement, crucial to tax-exemption of procurement was ratified in the Croatian Parliament
very recently (05 October 2010), and it is expected that no further problems will be observed
once the Agreement is in full legal power. The issue is expected to be resolved fully by the
beginning of November 2010. In the meantime, PPD reduced requirements for this project
period and Faculty administration has used its capacities to enable procurement adjusted to
this situation. Basic requirements (computers, software) were in due course procured, although
with a noticeable delay.

External visits and lecturers have been transferred to the next 6 month period since the
perceived capacity needed for an external lecturer was not yet reached.
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a) Technical Progress

Accomplishments achieved

 Current related state of the art has been thoroughly researched by the project team as
well as young scientists

o through research of online resources,
o by visits to the conferences, and
o by examining publications (books, papers, seminars, master thesis, dissertations)

 Further research plan and simulation testbed concept has been developed;
 Functional specification for equipment has been mostly finalized;
 Equipment has been partially procured;
 Arrangements for a laboratory within the Faculty have been finalized;
 Planned software tools have been procured and successfully installed;
 Website has been established;
 First publication has been published;
 Four young researchers have received stipends for their work;
 NATO project has become a major ground for related students seminars, projects, and

other activities;

Actions taken towards implementation of results

 A kickoff project meeting was held in February 2010, where all arrangements between
FER and PoliMi were discussed and finalized regarding delivery of the project;

 Regular meetings with young researchers (on bi-weekly basis);
 Consultations with Faculty staff regarding use of equipment in a broader context (to

combine several areas of research overlapping the scope of this SfP project);
 Regular meetings among Project Co-directors (on bi-weekly basis);
 Establishment of a content management system for the website to facilitate easy

collaborative work on the project and on publicizing results in the near future;

Milestones for next 6 months

 Development of a draft model for the SCADA testbed (i.e., diagrams, pseudo code);
 Inclusion of smart metering and smart grid paradigms in practical installations and

further research;
 Publication of at least 2 conference paper;
 Preparation of at least 1 journal paper;
 Further procurement of equipment;
 Work laboratory established;
 Initial data for simulations gathered (physical grid, market data, IT facility specification).
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Involvement of young scientists in the project

Many young scientists were involved in this phase of the project. Most of the students have
had stipends from the projects budget, and some of them were volunteers. All students have
participated in all non-managerial project meetings, which were informal in their tone, to
facilitate motivation and creative thinking.

Young scientists have been encouraged to perform independent research with basic division of
work as follows:

 Research of smart buildings and related systems (building-level SCADA)
 Research of renewables in the smart grid paradigm
 Research of smart metering and related SCADA systems
 Research of algorithms for energy market simulation

Division was made after research by the lead researcher, Luka Lugaric.

Further specification and integration of proposed areas is planned for the future work.

Boran Morvaj - Field of research is focused on smart buildings and integrated control systems
for buildings, connected with the smart metering concepts. Boran independently researched
definitions and features of smart buildings, its components, communication standards, smart
meters as energy gateways of smart buildings, demand response algorithms, building
automation systems and associated SCADA components. He has written a research report
which was compiled both from own research as well as from contacts with project's end users
and local solution developers as well as Faculty staff.

Ivo Sluganović - Field of research is focused on inclusion on renewables on smart buildings and
networking of smart buildings into smart grids, alongside the existing power system. Ivo
independently researched the existing electric power systems and its inherent issues due to
design and present natural resorces and economic circumstances. After considerations on
system security, deregulation and market competition, concept of the smart grid was also
investigated, as an umbrella for development scenarios being presently discussed both in
academia and utilities. Transition to the smart grid was discussed in both general and project
specific context.

Goran Jurišić - Tasked with developing a specification of an operational smart building system,
Goran independently used his own set of knowledge acquired in four years of doing work for
companies in the field of measurements and automation, and developed a draft specification of
a physical system to be implemented at FER, Power systems department. His blueprints were
used in developing a specification of equipment to procure for purposes of the future
laboratory. The solution included sensors, PLCs and energy management software, and parts of
it have been adapted in the specification of the future project related laboratory.
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Jurica Brekalo Štrbić - Tasked with developing a draft master model of the energy market
component of the envisioned testbed, Jurica used work already started within the framework
of his diploma thesis. A draft operational system was developed in Netlogo tool, which is an
interpreter language with a network operation component, where Jurica and a team of
volunteer students demonstrated a functional energy trading platform.

Additional volunteer young scientists include the following:

 Rebeka Belavić – final year student, worked with Jurica Brekalo Štrbić
 Ana Petrić and Vedran Podobnik – PhD students from the Department of

Telecommunications which greatly contributed discussions about the smart grid with
their view and knowledge of telecommunication systems.

Major travel & visits

February 19-20, 2010 – Project kick-off meeting, Zagreb, Croatia

Project kickoff meeting was held with full assembly of project co-directors as listed in the
original proposal was gathered to get introduced to each other. An overview of the project plan
was delivered in form of a presentation and the budget realization plan was discussed. Basic
administrative procedures were reiterated to all participants as stated in the NATO Project
Management Handbook.

Basic approaches to research were discussed as well as introductions to the current areas of
research at both FER and PoliMi which could be pertinent to the project.

May 10-12, 2010 - Metering Billing/CRM Asia 2010, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Conference participant was Luka Lugaric.
This trip was approved with expenses partly covered (because of Conference location).

Over 250 attendees from 117 companies involved in smart metering and smart grids attended
the conference from over 33 countries, with participation from the Malaysian government.
Discussions included business cases of smart metering (cost & benefits analysis, training needs,
organizational infrastructure), financing smart metering projects, international
projects/trials/pilots on advanced metering systems and infrastructure, consumption data
collection & management systems, new/upcoming technologies and innovations and regulatory
reforms and energy policies with a focus on smart metering.

The main purpose of the trip was to investigate state-of-the-art in Asia regarding advanced grid
technologies for use in further research and inclusion in project deliverables.

June 7-11, 2010 - 10th International Probabilistic Safety Assessment & Management
Conference, PSAM 10, Seattle, WA, USA
Conference participant was Zdenko Simic.
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This Conference is the major international event in probabilistic safety assessment and
management (PSAM) area. The Conference has presented and discussed innovative
methodologies and the practical applications in both reliability analysis and PSAM. The
Conference has focused on the improvement of performance and safety of complex
technological systems, economics, and environment — accentuating a broad PSA application
and the human element. Domains were broad to ensure the cross-fertilization of methods,
technologies and ideas. Conference has had more than 450 papers, and double of participants.

Zdenko Simic is the member of PSAM10 Technical Program Committee.  He has participated in
the conference as reviewer, as ”Climate change risk assessment challenges” session chair, and
he also presented the paper.  Presented paper “Climate Change Impacts on Renewable Energy
Sources in Croatia” has focus on the impacts of climate change on renewable energy sources in
Croatia - namely solar, wind and hydro energy. This is important issue because of increased
introduction of renewable energy sources for the climate change (CC) and their dependency on
the weather conditions which might change because of the CC in the future.

Especially important and interesting topics were covered in the Conference: Modeling and
Simulation; Human Reliability Assessment; Probabilistic Safety Assessment Applications; Fire
Risk Analysis, Earthquake Risk Analysis; Safety Culture Assessing; Decision Analysis, Software
Reliability; Critical Infrastructures Security.

The value and benefit from this conference is easily determined from their relevance for the
risk and reliability area, Zdenko Simics level of participation, chance for networking, and
learning about recent relevant work.

July 25-29, 2010 - IEEE Power & Energy Society General Meeting, Minneapolis, USA
Conference participant was Luka Lugaric.

The conference is one of the largest of its kind, with almost 50 different sessions and
committees meeting, nine tutorials and about 1,000 technical papers from the field of power
and energy systems. The conference was dominated by the subject of smart grids.

Highlighted presentations and discussions were: Smart metering, as a milestone in motivating
energy conservation and efficiency behavior, load shading combined with integration of
different types of Market mechanisms to create a level playing field among various actors in the
new grid, whereas large efforts are going to facilitate the power transactions interface;
Communication - data collection, analysis and automation algorithms and hardware for power
services.  There is common belief in need of multiplying number of data to let all the different
components of smart grid to communicate.  Examples of data collected and stored but not used
were demonstrated.;
The risk of information overflow was discussed as well as threats to cyber security.;
Integration of different types of power technologies - renewables, mainly wind and PV, storage
and plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) were discussed.

Luka Lugaric participated in the following tutorials:
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Smart Distribution System - tutorial covered the most recent evolution of smart
distribution applications and technologies involved in the smart distribution
system. Important applications included traditional distribution automation functions along
with advancements in Volt and Var Control, System Monitoring, Distribution Management
Systems and Distributed resource integration. Telecommunication and Distribution System
Applications Integration on Smart Distribution systems were also a part of the tutorial.
Smart Grid 101 – The Basics of Smart Grid – tutorial discussed the key standards that will
underpin the smart grid in the US; introduce  important industry projects that are serving as
key test beds; introduce the critical smart grid organizations; provide an understanding of
the key technologies that compose a typical smart grid
Smart Grid Cyber security – Protecting the Smart Grid - This course introduced concepts,
terminology and techniques of smart grid cyber security and cyber threats from malicious
software and hackers. An overview of evolving best practices and industry standardization
efforts provided a knowledge toolkit for further use in power system security related issues.

September 30 - October 1, 2010, Global Clean Energy Forum, Lisbon, Portugal
Conference participant was Luka Lugaric.

The Global Clean Energy Forum is convened by the International Herald Tribune, one of the
worlds most respected and influential media brands, together with Portugal's leading business
daily, Diario Económico. Since 2007, the Forum has set the agenda in writing on energy and the
environment with the insightful reporting and analysis of its award-winning Business of Green
series.

Conference featured several roundtables discussing technology, economy and regulatory
framework regarding energy networks of the future. All speakers accentuated the need to start
creating radical change in the way things are done.

One of the key speakers was Jeremy Rifkin and Rajendra Pachauri.
Mr. Rifkin held a lecture on 5 pillars of the so called “Third industrial revolution”, professing the
need for energy efficiency, smart buildings, smart grid, electric vehicles and renewable energy
to be implemented at the same time in order to create the ultimate momentum for the world
of tomorrow.
Mr. Pachauri further discussed the background and motivation for these actions by presenting
latest climate change research results.

This conference was considered as training for Luka Lugaric, which will incorporate concepts
discussed in further work, putting SCADA systems in a broader research context.

October 11-13, 2010, IEEE PES Conference on Innovative Smart Grid Technologies,
Gothenburg, Sweden
Conference participant was Zdenko Simic.

The first Conference on Innovative Smart Grid Technologies (ISGT) in Europe sponsored by the
IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) and hosted by Chalmers University of Technology. The
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Conference was the forum for almost 500 participants (third from academia and majority form
the industry) to discuss the state-of-the-art innovations in smart grid technologies. The
Conference has featured plenary sessions with invited experts, paper sessions with recent
related work, panels for discussion about special topics, and tutorials by international experts
on smart grid.

Zdenko Simic has participated at the conference by presenting paper “Smart City - Platform for
Emergent Phenomena Power System Test bed Simulator” which is most directly related to this
project.  He has also attended tutorial “Future Smart Electricity Networks for a Sustainable
Energy-efficient Society”, and technical tour “ZigBee City: Smart Metering and the Experiences
from Göteborg Energi” where very recent research and application experience was presented
with high potential to be used for further project development.

Especially important and interesting topics covered in the Conference are the following:
Transformation of the Electric Power System to the smart Grid; Regulatory aspects and market
operations in smart grid environment; Smart Grid: From Concepts to Reality; Cyber and Physical
Security Systems and Information and Communication Technology; Advanced Metering and
Metrology Infrastructure for Smart Grid.

The value and benefit from this Conference is determined from their relevance for the smart
grid area, Zdenko Simics active participation, chance for networking, and learning about recent
relevant work.

Project visibility

As this is the initial stage of the project, activities regarding visibility are in their inception
phase. Results in this period include:

 Establishment of the project website (www.fer.hr/nato_sng).
o Data is hosted on FER's web servers. The website has a public part for the

general audience and an internal part which is accessible only to project co-
directors and young researchers working on the project. The latter is also used as
a project repository.

o The developed platform for content editing enables addition of content by any
authorized person (i.e. either a co-director or a designated young researcher).
This is assuring updated website content in the following phases of the project.

 A conference paper was written by Luka Lugaric, Slavko Krajcar and Zdenko Simic, titled:
„Smart City - Platform for Emergent Phenomena Power System Testbed Simulator“. The
paper was presented and published at the first-of-a-kind IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid
Technologies Europe conference.

 An open discussion was established with a UNDP project in the city of Sisak titled “Smart
Energy City Sisak”. Talks are still ongoing, and the plans are that Sisak will be a physical
testbed for experimentation with concepts new generation SCADA which will network a
selection of approximately 20 buildings owned by the city. If cooperation is successful,
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FER could get insight into the project and opportunity to implement findings from this
project in real-life and monitor the situation which will be beneficial to NATO, FER,
PoliMi, UNDP and City of Sisak.

 Open discussions are also being conducted regarding connecting research efforts with a
new SEE-ERA.NET (FP7 subproject) project called “Intelligent information system for
monitoring and verification of energy management in cities”. Research goals of the
project are development of advance energy management and control software modules
coupled with smart meters, proceedings of which can and will be used for development
of our SCADA testbed.

 Project was advertised at FER and has attracted a group of students with an excellent
academic record to join in and participate.

Technical and administrative issues

 At the time of the project kick-off, Croatia still has not ratified the Ottawa Agreement,
which caused an issue in processing part of the purchases made by FER. The FER team
worked around the problem and the only consequence so far is a slight delay in
establishment of the project laboratory. The Ottawa Agreement was ratified by the
Croatian Parliament in early October 2010, and subsequent to official ratification
(expected by end of month), this issue should be solved.

 The aforementioned issue also influenced procurement complicating matters with
imports, as each items had to be approved separately by the Ministry of Science. This
caused delays in equipment procurement as consequently only part of the equipment
was procured at the time of making of this progress report. No such issues are expected
in the next period.

Changes to project personnel and project plan

No changes to the management have been made or are planned.

The initial team of students participating in the project was as follows:

 Boran Morvaj (stipend)
 Ivo Sluganović (stipend)
 Goran Jurišić (stipend)
 Jurica Brekalo-Štrbić (stipend)
 Rebeka Belavić (volunteer)
 Ana Petrić (volunteer, PhD student)
 Vedran Podobnik (volunteer, PhD student)

Goran, Jurica and Rebeka graduated in the meantime and left the University in pursuit of non-
academic careers. New students for this academic semester which are currently participating in
the project are:
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 Boran Morvaj (stipend)
 Ivo Sluganović (stipend)
 Bruno Jurišić (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Ivor Rendulić (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Mate Čorić (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Ninoslav Holjevac (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Roberto Rosandić (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Vlaho Arbulić (volunteer, stipend candidate)
 Ana Petrić (volunteer, PhD student)
 Vedran Podobnik (volunteer, PhD graduate)

The final list of stipends was sent to NATO for approval by end of September.

The project plan has not changed but was put into perspective of a smart city, where the new
generation SCADA is a key component of system control.

The budget items were redistributed to accommodate possible procurement of smart metering
for installation with Sisak, as negotiations with the city of Sisak are under way, together with
UNDP which is implementing a pilot project called Smart Energy City Sisak. FER team plans to
procure and install meters in publicly owned buildings by the city of Sisak, with financial
participation of Sisak and UNDP for costs of installation. All data feeds will be available to
researchers of FER and PoliMi, and full insight into energy management processes will be given
to researchers on this project.

Some funds are also planned to be used for partial transformation of the FER Power Systems
department according to “smart building” principles – installation of smart meters for
electricity, renewable energy sources (i.e., wind and solar photovoltaic), along with a system for
control of consumption of selected appliances.

Detailed plans are in progress and will be compiled to a form of the project report content in
the next period.
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b) Financial Status

SfP NATO Budget Table for the NPD

ATTENTION: Project Co-Directors from NATO countries (except Bulgaria and Romania) are only eligible for NATO funding for items f-g-h !

Project number: SfP - 983805 Project short title:  SfP - SCADA Testbed Simulator
Report date: 10.10.2010 Duration of the Project

1
: Feb 2010 - Feb 2013

Project Co-Director: (name, city, country) S. Zanero, Milano, Italy
ACTUAL

EXPENDITURES

Detailed Budget Breakdown
(to be completed in EUR 3)

(1)  from start
19.02.2010 until

10.10. 2010

(2) for the
following six

months

(3)  for the
following period

until project's end

Comments on changes, if any, in the financial
planning compared  to the approved Project

Plan
(a) Equipment

Subtotal "Equipment" 0 0 0
(b) Computers - Software

Subtotal "Computers - Software" 0 0 0
(c) Training

Subtotal "Training " 0 0 0
(d1) Books and Journals (global figure)
(d2) Publications (global figure)

Subtotal "Books - Publications" 0 0 0
(e) Experts - Advisors

Subtotal "Experts - Advisors " 0 0 0
(f) Travel

4.055 6.000 16.000

Subtotal "Travel" 4.055 6.000 16.000
(g) Consumables - Spare parts:

1.000 2.000

Subtotal "Consumables - Spare parts" 0 1.000 2.000
(h) Other costs and (i) stipends (specify)

itemized admin. Expense 1.000 1.000 1.300
Printing and mailing 200 500

Subtotal "Other costs" 1.000 1.200 1.800
TOTAL  (1), (2), (3) : 5.055 8.200 19.800

CURRENT COST OUTLOOK =(1)+(2)+(3) 33.055
1 Give month/year when the Project started and expected ending date. 2 Choose the appropriate date and complete the year.
3   As of January 2002, grants are made in Euro (EUR) and all figures should be given in EUR.

SfP NATO BUDGET TABLE
Please provide one sheet per Project Co-Director

FORECAST EXPENDITURES
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SfP NATO Budget Table for the PPD

ATTENTION: Project Co-Directors from NATO countries (except Bulgaria and Romania) are only eligible for NATO funding for items f-g-h !

Project number: SfP - 983805 Project short title:  SfP - SCADA Testbed Simulator
Report date: 10.10.2010 Duration of the Project

1
: Feb 2010 - Feb 2013

Project Co-Director: (name, city, country) Z. Simic, Zagreb, Croatia
ACTUAL

EXPENDITURES

Detailed Budget Breakdown
(to be completed in EUR 3)

(1)  from start
19.02.2010 until

10.10. 2010

(2) for the
following six

months

(3)  for the following
period until project's

end

Comments on changes, if any, in the financial
planning compared  to the approved Project

Plan
(a) Equipment

Micro-renewables 8.000 5.000
Smart meters 2.084 5.000 8.000

Subtotal "Equipment" 2.084 13.000 13.000 SW price reduction and project dev. based change

(b) Computers - Software
4 mobile workstations (+4 later) 3.333 4.000 7.000 Procurement delays due to administration

1 fixed workstations (+7 later) 2.170 2.000 8.000 Procurement delays due to administration

AnyLogic Educational and Research ver. 6 3.590 700 Licence is educational/research vs. Commercial

PowerWorld Educational/Research Suite 4.288 900 Licence is educational/research vs. Commercial

Algor Simulation 3.275 800 Add. SW tool because of reduced cost other SWs.

Server SW/HW 2.500 2.500 Procurement delays due to administration

Analytica, Crystall Ball, ITEM-QT, etc. 62 2.000 7.000
Network  equipment 500 1.000

Subtotal "Computers - Software" 16.718 11.000 27.900 Reduction based on the licence change.

(c) Training
L Lugaric, CRM 02-10.05.2010 1.958

L Lugaric, IEEE PES GM 24-29.07.2010 2.713
AnyLogic training, Powerworld training 6.000 9.000

Subtotal "Training " 4.671 6.000 9.000 Increase based on the Expert - Advisers decrease

(d1) Books and Journals (global figure) 600 700 800
(d2) Publications (global figure) 1.500 1.500

Subtotal "Books - Publications" 600 2.200 2.300
(e) Experts - Advisors

0 10.000 25.000
Moved to second phase due to needs for preliminary
capacity building at FER (young researchers)

Subtotal "Experts - Advisors " 0 10.000 25.000 Reduced use of this part of budgete is predicted

(f) Travel
Z Simic, PSAM10 06-12.06.2010 2.597

Z Simic, IEEE PES ISGT 11-13.10.2010 1.920
12.000 22.000

Subtotal "Travel" 4.517 12.000 22.000 Increase based on the Expert - Advisers decrease

(g) Consumables - Spare parts:
Miscellaneous 50 100 300

Subtotal "Consumables - Spare parts" 50 100 300
(h) Other costs and (i) stipends (specify)

Mailing 65 200 600
Stipends (Sluganovic, Morvaj, Jurisic, Brekalo) 2.700 4.500 18.000

Subtotal "Other costs" 2.765 4.700 18.600
TOTAL  (1), (2), (3) : 31.405 59.000 118.100

 CURRENT COST OUTLOOK =(1)+(2)+(3) 208.505
1 Give month/year when the Project started and expected ending date. 2 Choose the appropriate date and complete the year.
3   As of January 2002, grants are made in Euro (EUR) and all figures should be given in EUR.

FORECAST EXPENDITURES

Please provide one sheet per Project Co-Director
SfP NATO BUDGET TABLE
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SfP NATO Project Budget Summary Table

SFP NATO BUDGET SUMMARY TABLE

Project number: SfP - 983805 Project short title: SfP -
Report date: Duration of the Project1: Feb 2010 - Feb 2013
The Project is in the year (please indicate) :  1 - 2  - 3 1

Breakdown per Project Co-Director  (to be completed in EUR 3 )
ACTUAL

EXPENDITURES

Project Co-Director's name, city,
country

APPROVED
BUDGET:

Total year 1-3

CURRENT
COST

OUTLOOK:
Total year 1 - 3

(1)  from start
19.02.2010 until

10.10. 2010

 for  the
following 6

months

for the following
period until

project's end

Comments on changes, if any, in
financial planning compared to the

approved Project Plan

S. Zanero, Milano, Italy 36.000 33.055 5.055 8.200 19.800
Z. Simic, Zagreb, Croatia 208.500 208.505 31.405 59.000 118.100

TOTAL (must be identical with
TOTALs given in 'Breakdown per item') : 244.500 241.560 36.460 67.200 137.900

Breakdown per item (to be completed in EUR 3 )
ACTUAL

EXPENDITURES

Project Co-Director's name, city,
country

APPROVED
BUDGET:

Total year 1-3

CURRENT
COST

OUTLOOK:
Total year 1 - 3

(1)  from start
19.02.2010 until

10.10. 2010

 for  the
following 6

months

for the following
period until

project's end

Comments on changes, if any, in
financial planning compared to the

approved Project Plan

(a) Equipment 0 28.084 2.084 13.000 13.000
Project dev. and concept upgrade to
SCADA in the context of smart grids
and cities.

(b) Computers - Software 87.300 55.618 16.718 11.000 27.900
Use of academic licenses reduces
needed funds.

(c) Training 12.000 19.671 4.671 6.000 9.000
Incease planned based on the
reduction for (e)

(d) Books - Publications 3.600 5.100 600 2.200 2.300
(e) Experts - Advisors 42.000 35.000 0 10.000 25.000

Reduced use of this part of budgete is
predicted

(f) Travel 63.000 64.572 8.572 18.000 38.000
(g) Consumables - Spare parts: 3.000 3.450 50 1.100 2.300
(h) Other costs and (i) stipends 33.600 30.065 3.765 5.900 20.400

TOTAL : 244.500 241.560 36.460 67.200 137.900
Budget is reduced because of SW price
reduction.

FORECAST EXPENDITURES

FORECAST EXPENDITURES

1   Give month/year when the Project started and expected ending date. 2  Choose the appropriate date and complete the year.  3  As of January 2002, grants will be made in Euro (EUR) and all
figures should be given in EUR.

SCADA Testbed Simulator

10.10.2010
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c) Equipment Inventory Records

Equipment Inventory Records
Inventory
Label No.

Property
Item Manufacturer Model

Number
Serial
Num.

Date of
Purchase

Cost
(EUR) Location

208 PowerWorld PowerWorld
Corp. Educational na 28.4.2010 4.288 FER-ZVNE,

D2

209 AnyLogic
SW AnyLogic Europe Educational &

Research 6 na 30.4.2010 3.590 FER-ZVNE,
D2

210 PQube Power Standards
Lab, Inc. PQB100141 na 30.6.2010 2.104 FER-ZVNE,

D2

211 Desktop PC
Custom
computer (Intel,
Asus, ATI, Dell)

Asus P6T WS
Pro, i7,
U2711b

na 30.9.2010 2.671 FER-ZVNE,
D2

212 Algor
Simulation Autodesk

Professional
2011
Education

na 30.9.2010 3.275 FER-ZVNE,
D2
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d) Criteria for Success table

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS TABLE

Project short title: SfP - SCADA Testbed Simulator

Duration of the Project 1 :  Feb 2010 - Feb 2013
Project Co-Director: (name, city, country) S. Zanero, Milano, Italy

Criteria for Success as approved Criteria for Success:
 with the first Grant Letter on:  Nov 27, 2009  Achievements as at 30.09. of current year

% (changes should be refleced here) %

1) Gathering feedback from end-users on
deliverables 10

1) Initial concepts have been discussed with end-
users in informal meetings. 0

2) Installation of a working laboratory for testbed
research and development 10

2) Part of equipment has been procured. A
laboratory is being furnished. 4

3) Testbed components developed and
functionally integrated 50

3) Software has been procured and young
researchers have started initial training. 5

4) Dissemination of the project results to the
international scientific community 10

4) A conference paper has been written.
2

5) More than 3 end-users use one or more
deliverables of the project in their operations 20

5) Too early in the project to fullfill this criteria.
0

TOTAL : 100% TOTAL 4
 : 11%

1 Give month/year when the project started and expected ending date;             2 Please underline the appropriate year;          3 Choose the appropriate date and complete the year;
4 At the end of the Project, the TOTAL should be 100% if all criteria were successfully met.

Science for Peace - Project M
anagem

ent H
andbook

M
ay 2006

32

Project number:         SfP - 983805
Report date:                 10.10.2010
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e) Summary Report

SfP – SCADA Testbed Simulator

SfP – 983805

Designing Intelligent, Resilient, Scalable and Secure Next generation SCADA
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) Infrastructure (SCADA-NG)

Project Co-Directors:

Dr. Stefano Zanero, Politecnico di Milano,milano, Italy (NPD)

Dr. Zdenko Simic, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia (PPD)

Luka Lugaric, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Slavko Krajcar, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Approval Date: 27 November, 2009 Effective Date: 17 February, 2010

Duration: Three years till February 2013

NATO Budget: 244,500 EUR

Information about the SfP Project through Internet: www.fer.hr/NATO_SNG

Abstract of Research

Very special importance of power system as critical infrastructure lays in the fact that it is
increasingly essential for functioning of, other critical infrastructures (ICT, hospitals, etc.).
Existing complexity has been proved as challenge in order to keep high reliability and safety of
the power system.  Recent developments related to the market deregulation and increased
introduction rate of distributed energy sources are making security challenges even higher.

Research focus in this project is establishment of simulation platform where all different
threats to the power system reliability and security could be investigated. The major goal would
be to simplify process of finding better solutions for the optimal system design and sufficient
control.  This research will be based on the advanced simulation approach (including agent
modeling), and results from the real systems operating conditions.

Major Objectives

 Studying and assessing the current status of SCADA deployment (emphases on Italy and
Croatia);

 Assessing priorities in future SCADA testbed architecture specification and development;
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 Proposing a novel architecture for SCADA interaction modeling, based on cooperative agent
negotiation, to bridge model with increased reliability and security;

 Formally and empirically prove the improvements in security, safety and resilience of this
architecture over the ones commonly used;

 Developing a common understanding of industrial needs and requirements regarding the
security of control systems and the related standardization, accompanied by a raising
awareness programme reaching all end-users;

 Identifying and disseminating best practice, possibly in a joint endeavor between
manufacturers and end users, resulting in a increased capability and defined technology
taxonomy of security solutions;

 Development and deployment a SCADA testbed platform for analysis of emergent
phenomena in power systems.

Overview of Achievements since the Start of the Project until 30 Sept. 2010

 Thoroughly researched current related state of the art by the project team and young
scientists;

 Defined full research plan and testbed concept;
 Further developed functional specification for required equipment;
 Procured part of the required equipment;
 Integration for a laboratory within the Faculty have been arranged;
 Most important software tools have been procured and successfully installed;
 Project website has been established;
 First publications have been published;
 Four young researchers stipendiary have been involved in the project related work;
 NATO project has become a major ground for related student seminars and projects;

Payments through NATO Funds: 36,460 EUR

Milestones for the Next Six Months

 Development of a draft model for the SCADA testbed (i.e., diagrams, pseudo code);
 Inclusion of smart metering and smart grid elements in further research;
 Publication of at least 2 conference paper;
 Development of at least 1 journal paper;
 Further procurement of equipment;
 Work laboratory established;
 Initial data for simulations gathered (i.e., physical grid, market data, IT facility specification).

Implementation of Results

First phases of the project results implementation will be at the research/education laboratory
at the Faculty of electrical engineering and computing at the University of Zagreb.

Abbreviations:
SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition


